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Zodiac Application & Framework



Introducing 

Zodiac

Situational Awareness

Search & Discovery

Blue Force Tracking

The Zodiac application is a blue force tracking application that is designed to assist law
enforcement and public safety officials with the ability to collect intelligence data and  

have situational awareness based of geographic locations, boundaries and landmarks.  

Built on Google Maps platform

Key Features

...and so much more!

Search on data collected within the geofence a user
has been a part of 

Ability to detect current geographic location 

Be aware of what is around you 
In-app messaging capabilities to broadcast with
individuals in your geofence 
Request fellow individuals in a geofence to
broadcast their location 

In-app invitations to users

Collect data such as images, movies, recordings
and disseminate to app user community 

Tag docs with voice to text talking 

Tracking activity and location of fellow team mates
in a geo location 

Submit suspicious activity reports in a specific
location 
Search and discover data in other locations via
google search and pin drops 

Two-factor authentication to protect application
access via SMS or Email 

Biometric based security at device level 

Spoofing to create misdirection 

In-app notifications of events and intel collections 

Ability to notify users of individuals entering
geofence 

Built for tactical and intelligence community 



Renditions

Zodiac App

SCREENSHOT DETAILS A B C

A) Secure Access: Users
enter validation code via email
or SMS text message.
Promotes two-factor
authentication.  
 
B) Situational Awareness:
Collect intelligence, take
photos, report suspicious
activity and view previous
events. 
 
C) Intelligence Reporting:
Report with voice to text,
publish images and share
alerts with user's who are a
part of your Geofenced group.

SCREENSHOT DETAILS 

D) Places: Google Maps places
integration allows user's to know
what public locations may be
around a specific event, such a
school during an active incident. 
 
E) Intel Report View: View
detail reports and artifacts of
incidents and other situations
that have been shared and
broadcasted by other users to
promote information discovery
and collaboration. 
 
F) Tracking: See where other
individuals have last been seen
in your squad and see if they
have crossed out of the
geofence boundary.
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